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ABSTRACT
Science journalists must negotiate, assess, and ideally communicate scientific reliability throughout the reporting process. Using
interviews with science journalism professionals and an analysis
of existing resources for science journalism, we describe current
practices used in the reporting process from identifying a story to
writing an article. We also conduct a preliminary investigation into
how uncertainty terms used in science news writing may differ
across quality of articles.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Science journalists play a vital role in shaping public understanding
of science by brokering information between the scientific community and the general public [48]. Thus, they are indispensable
intermediaries whose practiced judgment and expertise enables
the public to meaningfully engage with new scientific data. The
ways in which journalists frame their findings influences public
opinion [22], and can have significant impacts on how the public
accepts or rejects new scientific information.
At each step of the reporting process, journalists must filter some
information, and distill it such that it is digestible and interpretable
to a general audience. They must not only identify relevant and
newsworthy scientific studies, but also effectively communicate
their findings such that the public understands both the results and
limitations. Additionally, journalists are required to interpret and
contextualize statistical methods and analyses though they may not
have an advanced scientific or mathematical background [32, 48].
Uncertainty deriving from data collection (e.g., random assignment), data transformations, modeling, or missing information affects the results of any experimental scientific study. The relative
amount of quantified uncertainty describing a result informs the
extent to which it should be accepted as true, if at all. Additionally,
the potential for unquantified uncertainty stemming from a lack of
information, such as whether the assumptions of a chosen model or
measure hold, may mean that quantified estimates of uncertainty
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are not conservative enough. In reporting on scientific experiments,
journalists must first assess and negotiate scientific reliability for
their own understanding before articulating their assessment to a
general audience.
As evidence of how difficult it can be even for scientists themselves to assess uncertainty in experiment results, consider the
replication crisis, wherein large bodies of experimental evidence
in psychology have been found to be unreproducible [50]. The
crisis has been attributed to a number of factors, including “the
frequent use of overly small sample sizes; the widespread reliance
on inappropriate (or just plain wrong) statistical procedures; incomplete reporting of experiments; questionable research practices
and even (rarely!) outright fraud; publication bias in favor of ‘positive’ results” [21], and overinterpretation of the significance of
single studies [31]. A science journalist’s reporting process is made
significantly more difficult by the known presence of studies that
overestimate effects. In addition, even scientists struggle to properly interpret conventional statistical presentations of experiment
results like bar charts with error bars showing confidence intervals [8, 30], and the relationship between study design and the
correct interpretation of effects continues to be a topic of scientific debate [6, 17, 38, 47], the quality of the evidence aside. As the
scientific community grapples with how to solve the replication
crisis [5, 26, 46] and properly interpret statistical evidence, journalists must contend with the severe risk of spreading false scientific
information to a wide audience.
While some science journalists may have scientific and statistical
training, and consequently sophisticated techniques of contending
with uncertainty, we aim to assist science journalists who lack deep
scientific or statistical background, the number of which are likely
on the rise with cuts to science journalism funding [9], in supporting uncertainty-aware journalism. We draw on literature in how
journalists contend with uncertainty and research in uncertainty
communication and interpretation by broad audiences to inform
our research agenda.
We present observations from four interviews we conducted
with professionals in journalism, synthesize existing resources for
science journalism, and conduct a preliminary analysis of how
expressions of uncertainty may differ between typical and awardwinning science articles in a corpus of science news writing.

2

RELATED WORK

Journalists and uncertainty. In a study of TV clips on molecular
medicine, Ruhrmann and Milde find that journalists use scientific
uncertainty as one of four major ways of framing science news
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narratives [44], implying that uncertainty is treated as a topical
subject area as opposed to a factor of consideration across all stories.
Lehmukhl et al. find that “[o]nly if the major peg on which to hook
the audience’s interest is a scientific truth claim, journalists deem
it relevant to investigate its fragility or ambiguity” [39].
Research describes how when journalists do portray uncertainty,
they do so for various reasons and in different ways. In some cases,
they communicate uncertainty to increase the journalistic quality of
their own articles, and to encourage their audiences to think more
critically about reported scientific findings [28]. Lekhmul and Peters
characterize journalistic uncertainty communication strategies in
four ways, two of which are omission (“choosing not to publish
any descriptions of a scientific truth claim that are perceived as
ambiguous or fragile”) and structure and language (using linguistic
tools such as the conditional tense to portray uncertainty) [39].
Understanding uncertainty in experimental studies requires the
ability to interpret and contextualize statistical methods and analyses. Yet, researchers have noted how journalists may not always
have a scientific or mathematical background [32, 48]. In fact, Dunwoody and Griffin find that journalism administrators largely support the notion that students should receive statistical training, yet
many programs don’t “require most or all of their students to take
a statistical reasoning course within journalism” [20].
Communicating uncertainty. Scientific discourse, which lays the
groundwork for evidence-based decision making, is largely a discussion of uncertainty. Common conventions for presenting uncertainty in scientific experiment results include reporting confidence
intervals (e.g., Frequentist 95% confidence intervals or Bayesian
credible intervals) or other ranges (e.g., plotting a standard deviation or standard error range around a reported effect), reporting
standardized measures of effect size like Cohen’s D [14, 15], or
reporting on the results of Null Hypothesis Significance tests by
presenting p-values and test statistics. The level of detail in the
scientific literature may however be deemed inappropriate for a
decision-maker or lay reader, either because it is too minute to
easily decipher or fails to state assumptions that are important but
assumed known among scientists [25].
When it comes to whether communicating uncertainty is consistently beneficial to consumers of data-driven estimates, empirical
research is mixed. A recent survey of empirical evidence concluded
that findings are mixed on the broad question of how communicating quantified, reducible uncertainty impacts audiences [49]. For
example, Johnson and Slovic [33, 34] find that presenting numerical ranges signals transparency for a sizable proportion of people,
Dieckmann et al. [19] find that decision-makers reported lower
levels of blame and rated source credibility higher for forecasts
that reported ranges, and Joslyn and colleagues have shown how
communicating uncertainty can increase trust in a forecast in a
weather domain (e.g., [36]). On the other hand, other studies find
no effect or that expressions, such as in the IPCC report on climate
change [13], increased interpretation errors [41].
Naturally, the format of uncertainty expression has some influence on its effects. Though verbal expressions of uncertainty may
be the most common form in journalism, most research on the effectiveness of verbal expression of uncertainty assumes a relatively
constrained scenario in which people’s spontaneous impressions
of probability from phrases meant to convey probability (e.g., “very
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likely”, “certain”) are evaluated. A clear high-level finding from
such studies is that people’s interpretations of verbal expressions of
probability can vary greatly from person to person [10, 11], making
verbal expressions less precise than numerical ones.
When it comes to detecting uncertainty language beyond simple
probability terms, research in hedge detection aims to automatically detect linguistic hedging, which includes statements that
qualify a claim or express uncertainty. As part of The CoNLL-2010
Shared Task, researchers were asked to develop methods of automatically detecting uncertainty cues in both biological publications
and texts on Wikipedia [23]. Some teams relied on a sentence classification approach using bag-of-words representations while others
attempted to classify tokens as cue phrases and make predictions
about sentences based on the occurrence of cue phrases. Similar to
the problem of hedge detection in specific cases such as medical
literature, NLP methods might be employed to understand the diversity and prevalence of specific expressions of uncertainty used
by journalists. (While our goal is not to develop a new hedge detection method, but rather to conduct a preliminary investigation
into employed uncertainty expressions, we see hedge detection
specifically for a journalism context as future work.)
One instance of text mining of linguistic uncertainty communication corpora, which might provide a valuable “case study” in
designing approaches for science news, is the analysis by the Federal Reserve and other central banks of economic-themed news
articles to gauge perceived economic risk. For example, the EPU is
an index for capturing uncertainty over policy outcomes defined by
the co-occurrence of forms of “economic” and “uncertainty” with
a policy suggestive term from a small vocabulary (e.g., “regulation”) [7]; various other similar text frequency approaches also
exist [18].
One insight from economists’ attempts to characterize linguistic
uncertainty is that dictionaries must be tailored to the context in
which they are being applied, as a term’s sentiment may depend on
context. For example, the word “contained” has a particular importance in conveying low uncertainty in a financial stability context
(“risk is contained”) but very different meanings outside of this context. Approaches used in economics tend to use standard dictionary
creation techniques to identify and track small sets of vocabulary
across a corpus, applying sentiment analysis to gauge the relative
amount of uncertainty implied at a given time point [16]. Recently,
Fast et al. created Empath by using a deep learning approach to
generate categories of related words given some seed words [24].
We demonstrate the use of Empath for growing dictionaries of
uncertainty language manually identified in science news. Prior
research has also successfully used word embeddings to simplify
complex scientific terminology [37]. We demonstrate an initial analysis of differences in the prevalence of classes of uncertainty terms
in typical versus great examples of science news, aided by using
word embeddings to grow categories of terms.
A recent study by van der Bles et al. [49] takes a slightly different
approach to understand the impact of text versus numeric communication of uncertainty, comparing point estimates to numerical
ranges and verbal expressions of the possibility of uncertainty only
(e.g., “there is some uncertainty around this figure”), in a mock news
article context. They find that while uncertainty communication
in any form leads to greater perceived uncertainty in an estimate,
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verbal communication had a much greater effect than numerical.
While further studies are needed, their results suggest that what a
journalist “says” is interpreted as more intentional than numerical
expressions, in contrast to common attitudes among data analysts
or scientists that more precise, numerical information is preferable.

3

INTERVIEWS & CONTENT ANALYSIS OF
GUIDELINES
3.1 Methods
Interviews. We conducted four semi-structured interviews with professionals in journalism. We compiled interview guides in advance,
which included questions covering the reporting process from story
identification to publication, and general questions pertaining to
training and resources for science journalists. We used the interview guide to structure our conversations, but deviated where it
seemed fit to allow for discovery of what the journalists found most
important or compelling related to our prompts.
Reviewing guidelines. We systematically compiled and reviewed
science journalism guidelines from online sources and books looking for salient themes across resources. We identified sources by
conducting general web searches for science journalism handbooks
and noting which other sources handbooks cited. Additionally, we
spoke with a journalism professor at a leading journalism school
in the U.S. to get a general sense of modern pedagogy in science
journalism.

3.2

Results

Story identification. Multiple interviewees described choosing stories based on their own interests or what their readers would find
interesting. Relatively little was said about using the level of uncertainty in a study as an initial criterion for story identification.
Guidelines similarly recommend choosing story topics based on
how interesting, relevant, and important the work is to a given readership [1, 2, 45]. In addition to interest level, one interviewee noted
the significance of a given scientific study as a factor in choosing
whether to report on it. Interviewees mentioned using platforms
such as EurekAlert!, arXiV, PubMed, and NBER to find studies.
Understanding the science/assessing uncertainty. When reporting
on a research study, multiple guides recommend reaching out to
experts not affiliated with the study [2, 29, 43]. As one interviewee
described, there are instances when an outside expert questions the
validity of a study’s findings, leaving the journalist to contend with
conflicting scientific viewpoints. This tension, however, allows for
a more complete representation of the story [2] and can highlight a
study’s limitations [29]. Multiple interviewees also noted reaching
out to the researchers of the study. While they did not all use
researcher interviews in place of examining the written study, one
interviewee described the practicality of asking the researcher for
an explanation of the work: “There’s no point in me taking hours
to sort through it if I can call up the first author or someone on
the paper and have them summarize what they did and what they
found.”
Additionally, multiple guides recommend considering the study
in the context of prior work [4, 12, 45]. One interviewee described
tracing a scientific argument by examining a study’s citations. This
process helps determine the current state of the field. The guides,
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however, generally do not provide explicit instructions for how to
search for and investigate prior work. Rather, they focus on simple
directives–“Science builds on science. Know the previous studies
that matter so you can paint a fuller picture” [45].
Multiple guides warn against small sample sizes [29, 45], but
do not define what constitutes a small sample, either generally or
in the context of a specific field or type of study. One interviewee
explicitly mentioned checking whether a study’s sample size is
“high enough.” Guides focus not only on investigating sample size,
but also on paying attention to the study population. They make
a distinction between population versus individual risk [42], and
note that results found on non-human populations may not extend
to human populations [45]. In practice, one source said they categorically do not report on studies on mice, considering the research
to be too early stage.
The Science Writer’s Handbook provides the most detailed recommendations in terms of statistical assessment. It draws a distinction
between correlation and causation, asks journalists to consider
several probing questions related to uncertainty (“Determine the
sources of uncertainty in the fields you cover. Do they arise from
the tools themselves? What do the experts worry about? What do
they criticize each other for?”), be critical of findings with large
confidence intervals, and to verify their interpretations with a statistician [29]. Other guides are more vague, recommending that journalists “make sure [they] understand what [the statistics] actually
mean, and how certain they are” [2] and make general checks of
statistical significance [45]. The lack of statistical resources for science journalists exacerbates the limited statistical reasoning focus
in journalism programs, which the science journalism professor we
interviewed pointed out.
Writing about scientific findings. While guides recommend using
simple, understandable language [4, 29], they also advise against
using a tone that is patronizing [42, 43, 45], suggesting a balance
between general interpretability and scientific preciseness. To aid
in interpretability, some guides suggest carefully using metaphors
and analogies [2, 43] and rounding numerical figures [2, 4]. When
describing their writing process, one interviewee said they first
write drafts with an excess of scientific detail for their own understanding, and then “translate it into less jargon and more of a prose.”
Another interviewee highlighted the challenge of explaining to an
audience the meaning of a word the audience thinks they know, but
that actually has a different meaning in a certain scientific context
(“But when science uses a common word in a way that most people
will misunderstand and get exactly the wrong idea, that’s where
you need to be most careful”).
On a broader level, guides recommend logical flow of sentences [27]
and paragraphs [2]. In a similar vein, they recommend keeping an article’s “stories” in mind [3], a sentiment echoed by one interviewee,
who described considering an article’s narrative arch throughout
the research and reporting process.
Guidance specifically related to uncertainty communication is
limited. The Science Writer’s Handbook recommends basing the
extent of uncertainty communication on article length, the audience,
and the implications of a study’s uncertainty [29]. When verbally
incorporating uncertainty, one interviewee mentioned employing
the conditional tense and stating the study’s venue or peer-review
status when introducing its findings.
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4 UNCERTAINTY TERMS IN SCIENCE NEWS
4.1 Methods
We collected 30 science news articles from seven well-respected
news organizations: The Guardian, The New York Times, The Washington Post, Vox, Gizmodo, Science News, and Scientific American.
We intentionally chose articles that we believed would use language to convey uncertainty, such as recent articles on scientific
studies. Both authors independently tagged the first 10 articles for
words and phrases that appeared to be chosen intentionally by the
journalist to communicate uncertainty in the study’s findings or
the scientific process. For example, words such as “suggest” and
“could” seem clearly intended to convey uncertainty in summarizing
a study’s claims or implications. However, some words associated
with uncertainty may refer to a finding rather than uncertainty
about the finding itself. For instance, the word “likely” in the phrase
“Mice lacking REST were also more likely to have busier brains” [35]
refers to a study’s findings rather than the idea that the findings
are tentative, which is expressed through the word “suggests” in
the phrase “the study suggests people should prioritize sleep” [35].
Through discussion we reached consensus regarding which tags
explicitly communicate uncertainty. The first author then tagged
20 more articles based on the agreed-upon guidelines for selecting
terms. We collectively categorized the terms into broad themes such
as association (e.g., associate, link, related), evidence (e.g., sample,
measurement, data), and speculate (e.g., seems, could, might) (see
Table 1). Because our “training corpus” was small, we expanded
these categories by feeding small sets of the words to a deep learning system trained on news articles for generating comprehensive
dictionaries of similar words [24]. We then found matches for the
terms in the typical and great writing categories of a corpus of
science journalism articles published in The New York Times [40].
We created a score for the prevalence of a particular term in
an article based on number of occurrences and total word count,
and compared these scores across term categories. Specifically, the
score we used was the number of times the term appeared in an
article divided by the article’s word count divided by 104 . We used
the score primarily to compare prevalence, but the scores are not
directly interpretable on their own.

4.2

Results

We found eight major categories of uncertainty terms and phrases
(see Table 1) after tagging 30 science news articles. For both the
great writing and typical writing articles, the terms from the speculate category were most prevalent. Could, may, might, seem (all
from speculate) were the most-used words for both writing quality
categories.
Discussion. We found there was not much of a difference in
categories of uncertainty terms used based on article quality. Based
on mean scores per category (see Table 2), it may appear that more
associative words are used in lower quality science writing and
that better science writing may use words that more directly imply
limitations (like words in the speculate and unclear categories),
however the standard deviations for these mean values are too
large to make confident speculations.
One complication to an analysis like ours is that some words are
more common than others irrespective of whether they are being
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Category
association
limitations
evidence
phrase
publication
replication
speculate
unclear

Examples
associate, link, related
doesn’t prove, not credible, imperfect
sample, measurement, data
if not a reason, shouldn’t be taken to mean
under review, not published
further validation, more fieldwork, important step
seems, could, might, maybe
spurious, ambiguous, dubious
Table 1: Uncertainty term categories

Great
Typical
Category
mean sd
mean
sd
association 1.21
0.809 1.89
1.92
evidence
0.808
1.36
0.803
1.32
limitations 0.481
1.05
0.562
1.32
phrase
0
0
0
0
publication 0
0
0.0594
0.0431
replication 0.058
0.128 0.0612
0.0843
speculate
6.03
7.05
4.06
4.48
unclear
1.03
2.02
0.779
1.24
used to intentionally
uncertainty
or not.
For example, words
Table 2: convey
Mean scores
across
categories
like “could” and “suggest” are likely to be much more prevalent in
a corpus unrelated to science writing than words like “published”
or “reviewed.” Future work might use an external, non-journalism
corpus to measure the relative frequency of terms irrespective of
their uncertainty status, and use this information to normalize the
occurrence of words in a journalism context in order to identify
which categories of terms are more unique to a certain quality level
of science news articles. Future work might also include further
investigating the speculate category and breaking it up into further
categories. For example, the category currently includes more generally used words such as “might” and “may” but it also includes
less general words such as “hypothesis” and “theorize.”
Limitations. Our goal was to do a preliminary investigation into
how science journalists are expressing uncertainty and to investigate differences in uncertainty language by article quality. We
used a small training corpus, and didn’t use part-of-speech or other
linguistic cues employed in some work on hedge detection, which
may have boosted accuracy in detecting uncertainty expressions. In
addition, we did not validate the categories for precision or recall,
and see this as valuable future work. Finally, while the training
set of articles included recently published articles (within the past
couple years), the articles we analyzed were published between
1999 and 2007. It is possible that writing styles have changed; with
the visibility of the replication crisis in recent years, it’s possible
that certain categories of terms that we observed in our training
corpus of 30 more recent articles would be better represented in a
more recent corpus of great and typical science writing.

5

CONCLUSION

Science journalists face the challenge of informing the public about
complex scientific ideas. They must understand such ideas as well as
describe them in accessible ways to a general audience. A large part
of this process centers on assessing and communicating scientific
reliability. An analysis of current guidelines in conjunction with
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further investigation into the types of uncertainty phrases employed
by journalists can provide a starting point for providing systematic
assistance to journalists as they contend with a study’s reliability,
and write about their assessment.
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